OpusLED
Circular recess mounted LED luminaire

light inspired by space

Wipro Lighting
As we advance into the future, our ways of working have broken down the walls, creating more open and flexible spaces.

With an innovative design inspired by circular form, Wipro Lighting brings to you ‘OpusLED’ - a lighting solution for contemporary workspaces.

OpusLED not only illuminates, but also creates a work environment that is visually pleasing, distinctive and inspirational; leading to better productivity. Its innovative design with direct & indirect lighting and compatibility with lighting controls offers effective energy savings.
design excellence through unique profile
design excellence through unique profile

OpusLED is progressive and modern in design with a unique spherical drop down diffuser and surrounding light chamber. It subtly introduces a circular geometry and blends into the ceiling, making the environment cheerful and vibrant.

versatility

Unique design profile allows direct & indirect lighting with individual controls.

enhanced performance

Excellent engineering with proper thermal management ensures long service life and superior performance.

uniform lighting

High Efficiency Translucent (HET) PMMA diffuser leads to uniform distribution of light enhancing visual comfort.
OpusLED is a versatile LED luminaire with direct/indirect lighting modes. It enables personalised control as per the task, surroundings and lighting requirements.

It saves up to 60% energy with high efficiency LEDs, delivering optimum light output that ensures less power consumption and lower LPD (Light Power density) and proves to be an ideal solution for green buildings.
**direct lighting**  
functional lighting  
For functional tasks in office environment

**indirect lighting**  
ambient lighting  
For thinking, discussing, brainstorming and creating a relaxed environment

**direct-indirect lighting**  
functional + ambient lighting  
Enables tasks which require concentration
personalising workspaces

Indirect lighting mode
When sufficient daylight is available, to create a relaxed work environment and save upto 60% energy.
Direct lighting mode
When there is a requirement of functional lighting for higher attention tasks.

Direct-indirect lighting mode
When there is no exposure to daylight to provide appropriate level of light distribution required for comfortable fatigue free working.
OpusLED
Circular recess mounted LED luminaire

Specifications

Recess mounted direct-indirect, LED luminaire with uniform light distribution
White color powder coated deep drawn housing
Unique floating spherical High Efficiency Translucent (HET) PMMA diffuser for direct light
Introduces a circular geometry into the ceiling plane for visual interest
Surrounding circular light chamber, containing PMMA diffuser for indirect light
High efficiency LEDs
Constant Current Constant Voltage external driver with efficiency of minimum 85 %

Installation

Designed for installation with four nos. of steel hook-up wire
Suitable for Grid / Armstrong modular ceilings
For Gypsum / POP applications additional frame (Part No: 9180P01089) needs to be ordered separately

Dimension drawings

All dimensions are in mm. tolerance ± 2mm

Applications

OFFICES  CONFERENCE ROOMS  BANKS  LECTURE HALLS

Electrical data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cat. No.</th>
<th>Power (W) ± 5%</th>
<th>Rated Voltage (V)</th>
<th>Mains Current (Amp)</th>
<th>Approx. Weight (Kg)</th>
<th>Case Lot (Nos)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LM38-461-XXX-57-XX</td>
<td>34W</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM38-461-XXX-40-XX</td>
<td>34W</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LED is an ever improving and evolving technology. Wipro is committed to bring you the best in LED technology. Data given is representative and can change.
Compatible with smart lighting solutions, OpusLED is highly recommended to be used with lighting controls such as daylight and occupancy sensors for higher energy efficacy. Lights can be dimmed, switched off or adjusted as per user preferred lighting requirement.

OpusLED's Power on Ethernet (PoE) version can also be offered for smart & connected lighting solution for enhanced user experience, productivity, safety and comfort.
WIPRO LIGHTING LEDGE

Get the Edge with LED Lighting Solutions for Modern Workspaces through:
- Eco-sustainability, Design & innovation, Green technology and Efficient lighting solutions
- Capability to service multi-locational accounts
- Service Commitment - 19 branches and over 400 dedicated stockists
- Ease of contact through website
- Trustworthiness and reliability of Wipro

Scan the QR code to download the app

RELATED PRODUCTS

VergeLED
ImmaculateLED Trimless
ImmaculateLED Drop Down

Kolkata: 033-4404 5886/87, Pune: 020-2553 5081, Hyderabad: 040-2717 6082, Chandigarh: 0172-501 8734,
Jaipur: 0141-2280 014/4910 879, Lucknow: 0522-2434 352, Baroda: 0265-2395 830/35/36/41/45,

Business Office
Wipro Lighting, 5th floor, Godrej Eternia - C, old Pune-Mumbai highway, Shivajinagar, Pune 411 005. India.
(T) 020-66098700, (F) 020-66098777
helpdesk.lighting@wipro.com

Registered Office
Wipro Enterprises (P) Limited
‘C’ Block, CCLG Division, Doddakannelli, Sarjapur Road, Bangalore - 560035, India.
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